Abstract SPARQL was originally developed to process queries over finite-length datasets encoded as RDF graphs. Processing of infinite data streams can be enabled through continuous incremental evaluation of an incoming event stream. SPARQL Update provides tools for interconnecting queries, enabling event processing applications to be constructed out of multiple incrementally processed collaborating rules. These rule networks can perform event processing on heterogeneous event structures. Heterogeneous event support combined with the capability to synthesise new events enables the creation of layered event processing networks. In this paper, we review the different types of complex event processing building blocks presented in the literature and show their translations to SPARQL Update rules through examples, supporting a modular and layered approach. The interconnected examples demonstrate the creation of an elaborate network for solving event processing tasks. The performance of the example event processing network is verified on the Instans platform.
Introduction
Complex event processing, as pioneered by Luckham [22] , takes a layered approach to event processing systems. Using B Mikko Rinne mikko.rinne@aalto.fi Esko Nuutila esko.nuutila@aalto.fi the core definitions from the Event Processing Glossary [23] , an event is broadly defined as "anything that happens, or is contemplated as happening" and a complex event is "an event that summarises, represents, or denotes a set of other events". Event objects, representations of events for computer processing, may carry a variable number of parameters to describe an event with the accuracy provided by the available sensor equipment [28] . In large heterogeneous systems such as smart cities incorporating hardware and software components from multiple suppliers and operated by independent private, corporate and public actors, there can be a lot of variation between the data supplied by different sensors, requiring a flexible representation of event data. The need for flexibility is further supported by concepts like a composite event [23] , which is created by combining a set of simple or complex events, always encapsulating the components from which the composite event is derived.
Semantic web standards RDF [36] and SPARQL [34] offer a good set of tools to cope with distributed heterogeneous environments. RDF is built with an open-world assumption and together with OWL it offers tools to manage both disjoint and overlapping ontologies and datasets from different sources. The inclusion of blank nodes in RDF and the support for querying over property paths in SPARQL provide flexible means to encode and match event objects using variable numbers of elements and layers. TriG [9] adds further structure by supporting the transfer of RDF datasets in Turtle format [8] . SPARQL, with support for federated queries, offers a natural way to enrich events with static background data available in the web, e.g. as linked open data. SPARQL Update [35] with query-based conditional INSERT and DELETE commands provides a SPARQL-compliant framework, which can be used to build networks of rules and store information during runtime.
The benefits of using SPARQL for event processing include all the benefits of semantic web in general, e.g. agreed specifications, conceptual compatibility through shared ontologies, compatibility with the current tool base, support for loosely coupled heterogeneous systems, straightforward connectivity to linked open data for enriching event information and a solid base of inference mechanisms to perform reasoning over events.
The contribution of the present document is to demonstrate how the eight types of event processing building blocks listed in [14] can be encoded in SPARQL to create an event processing network capable of handling heterogeneous events using standard unextended semantic web technologies. This document is based on a conference paper [25] , revised and extended by the addition of the performance evaluation.
The background of stream processing with SPARQL is explained in Sect. 2. Structured representations of heterogeneous events using RDF are reviewed in Sect. 3. SPARQL representations for different types of event processing agents are shown in Sect. 4 and their performance is evaluated in Sect. 5. The results are analysed in Sect. 6. Conclusions and future areas of study are outlined in Sect. 7.
Stream Processing in SPARQL
Stream processing in the context of databases originates from the observation that for an append-only database it is more efficient to process a standing query against the newly arriving data than to execute periodical queries against the whole database [31] . Queries calculating aggregate values need to be computed over a finite partition of an event stream known as stream windows to be solvable in finite time. These systems are commonly referred to as data stream management systems (DSMS) [3, 4] .
Another approach to stream processing is to incrementally and asynchronously process each incoming event against a pre-defined set of queries. Instead of windows based on time or number of streamed elements, the first step of processing is based on events and event patterns, which contribute new input to the queries. When all the required inputs of a query are present, the result is immediately available. Complex event processing (CEP), pioneered by [22] , emphasises the hierarchical processing of events and event patterns, where higher level abstractions called complex events are derived to summarise the meaning of simple events. A more detailed survey of DSMS and CEP systems can be found in [11] .
The SPARQL query language, developed by W3C as the semantic web counterpart to SQL from the relational database world, was first released as a recommendation in January 2008. SPARQL is built to process queries over finite, possibly distributed datasets encoded in RDF.
Event streams, such as the flows of measurements from sensors, are intrinsically infinite. The first platform to demonstrate window-based stream processing in SPARQL was C-SPARQL 1 [5] [6] [7] . In C-SPARQL, RDF streams are built out of time-annotated triples. C-SPARQL provides a mechanism, where the window size can be based on either time or the number of triples. Aggregation operators COUNT, MAX, MIN, SUM and AVG (later incorporated into SPARQL 1.1 Query specification) are used to compute aggregate values over the windows. There is also a timestamp() function to access the timestamp of a triple pattern. CQELS 2 [21] and S P AR QL Stream / MorphStreams 3 [10] are later implementations of window-based streaming SPARQL. C-SPARQL, CQELS and SPARQL Stream assume repeated processing of queries over windows based on either time or number of triples. As pointed out in [26] , this approach has some challenges: EP-SPARQL [2] is focusing on the detection of RDF triples in a specific temporal order. The published examples also support heterogeneous event formats, create aggregation over sliding windows using subqueries and expressions, and layer events by constructing new streams from the results of queries. The prolog-based ETALIS 5 incorporates more functionality than the EP-SPARQL front-end. The ETALIS input stream is made of triples with two timestamps (time interval semantics), but time-stamped graphs were not supported at the time of writing.
Recent discussion on the RDF-processing DSMS platforms has mostly concentrated on charting the different operational semantics, and considerations on proper methods for benchmarking [12, 19, 33] . At the same time, the RSP-CG is working towards a common specification for an RSP query language.
Algorithms familiar from production rule systems, such as Rete [15, 16] , can be adapted to use SPARQL to describe the rules. Streaming SPARQL was first presented in [17] using a network highly similar to Rete. Komazec and Cerri [20] apply SPARQL queries to RDF data using an extended Rete algorithm in a system called Sparkwave. 6 Their focus is on supporting selected RDF and RDFS inference rules through the use of a pre-processing network and fast processing of data streams consisting of individual triples instead of multi-triple events. Rete has also been used for processing SPARQL queries by Depena and Miranker in [13, 24] , where the focus is on nested access of dereferenced URIs, exploiting the constructive analogy with forward-chaining production systems.
In [1] , it is shown that an engine based on the Rete algorithm can incrementally process SPARQL queries offering competitive performance. The creation of an event processing application using multiple interconnected SPARQL queries has been described and tested in [26] , while usecases in the domain of semantic sensor systems have been further elaborated in [27] . This approach is represented by the SPARQL-based event stream processing platform denoted Instans. 7 The query language is SPARQL 1.1 [34] , imple-5 http://code.google.com/p/etalis/. 6 https://github.com/skomazec/Sparkweave. 7 Incremental eNgine for STANding Sparql, http://instans.org/.
menting also selected properties of SPARQL 1.1 Update [35], such as INSERT and DELETE. In [26] , we have described the creation of event processing applications using interconnected SPARQL update rules. The concept of collaborating SPARQL queries for stream processing is discussed also in [32] , with Teymourian et al. preferring a backward-chaining algorithm over the forward-chaining type used in Rete.
Outside the semantic web domain, multiple stream and event processing platforms are in active commercial use. A CEP market survey from 2016 8 lists 33 currently supported platforms. None of these platforms support processing of RDF data with SPARQL queries. 9 The performance of Instans has been compared to Esper 10 in [29] by converting RDF data to XML and the queries to Esper-proprietary EPL (Event Processing Language). Another platform with similar query functionality is WSO2, 11 also with a proprietary query language ("Siddhi") and no support for RDF.
Event Objects in RDF
In data stream processing applied to RDF it has initially been assumed that each triple carries a stand-alone event.
A suitable event could be the single reading of a temperature sensor or the license plate of a car from a tollgate. However, to minimise redundant data transfer and processing in the system, periodic measurements should be filtered as close to the source as possible, elevating to a higher level of abstraction, where only sensor readings falling outside of previously defined reporting thresholds or otherwise unexpected results are forwarded upstream as events. This kind of filtering can be carried out in a "middle layer" sensor gateway node [27] . These filtered event objects typically carry more information than a single sensor reading and timestamp. RDF is better motivated as the data format for heterogeneous asynchronously triggered events than frequent periodic measurements of a single parameter, for which there are more compact representations. Different sensors, gateways or even different driver software versions of the same sensor may include different types of auxiliary data in addition to the base parameters used by the event processing application. Also in [14] the assumed structure of an event includes a variable-length header, which the event processing system can process, and a body, which is transported as unstructured payload. These structural requirements have been addressed by the event processing ontology 12 [28] . To save space and improve clarity, the event objects in this paper are simple events without separate header and body parts, but the extensions to support header, body and composite events from the event processing ontology can be used to extend the examples presented herein as demonstrated in [28] . A sample event format for the purpose of updating the location of a sensor is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The dotted altitude field exemplifies an optional field, which may not be included by all sensors. The Turtle serialisation encapsulated in TriG is shown in Fig. 2 . Even though RDF triples can be used to build graphs of infinitely complex structures, there is no clear and reliable way to express the boundaries of a "data record" such as an event object, as pointed out in [18] . This may cause problems when event objects in a stream contain optional elements. A query often produces different results depending on whether some optional elements are present, but there is no general rule for how long the optional triples should be waited for in the case of an infinite stream. Instans can be configured to jointly process a "block" of data, which in the case of Turtle maps to all consecutive triples connected by a common subject or blank nodes according to rule #6 ("triples") of the Turtle grammar. 13 However, something as simple as sending the latitude and longitude coordinates of Fig. 2 before the rest of the event may cause problems: a first block terminates already after the coordinates which, depending on the associated queries, may trigger results different from the case where the coordinates are sent after the event. The issue is further emphasised in a rule-based 12 http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions: EventProcessing. 13 http://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/#sec-grammar. system like Instans, where the user has no explicit control over the order in which simultaneously matching rules are executed and, therefore, the order in which triples are output.
TriG [9] defines a way of communicating datasets as Turtle by encapsulating graphs. With this approach each event object is a graph, and each graph can be processed as a block with no ambiguity. This has clear benefits in matching incoming event objects having optional or unknown content. In [28] , unknown content is matched using nested OPTIONAL clauses tracking triples connected by blank nodes. With TriG the situation is greatly simplified, because the entire incoming event object-independent of structural complexity or order of triples-can be matched simply with "?s ?p ?o", as, e.g. in Fig. 5 .
There are multiple different ways to use TriG in this context. The graph names for each event object could be the same (all event objects belong to the same named graph) or the name could be omitted entirely from the input stream (all event objects are input via the main graph), but the delimitation property would still be maintained. The approach used in this paper improves graph-level traceability, because all events are uniquely identified on graph level, but the tradeoff is that some of the granularity in using named graphs is lost: each event object is encapsulated into a named graph and since SPARQL does not offer regular expression matching for graph names in one step, the incoming event objects have to be matched to variables and filtered in two separate steps, as shown in the examples of Sect.
4.
The only currently supported way of adding triples to named graphs is using INSERT from SPARQL Update [35], as is done extensively in our examples. As the SPARQL Update operations in Instans are memory-internal, Instans implements a small extension to add the named graph syntax from INSERT to CONSTRUCT to enable output of event object datasets in TriG-format. 
Event Processing Agents in SPARQL
Etzion et al. [14] propose a set of event processing agents (EPA) to be used as building blocks in constructing event processing networks (EPN), shown in Fig. 3 . Event Processing Agents (3.) operate on events, which are transported between EPAs over Event Channels (2.). Two special types of EPA are Event Producer (1.), which is a source of events and has no inputs in this EPN and Event Consumer, which is an event sink and has no outputs in this EPN. It should be noted, however, that in a system with multiple EPNs the Event Consumer of one EPN can typically be an Event Producer in another. When translated to SPARQL, EPAs are implemented as SPARQL Update rules or networks of rules. Event Channels can be modelled as named graphs, providing isolated connection points for event object transfer between EPAs.
The types of event processing agents from [14] are shown in Fig. 4 . In the following subsections, the SPARQL implementation of each type, complemented by the set of filter types from [30] , are examined to show the implementations as SPARQL Update rules.
Filters
Filters select interesting events or eliminate uninteresting ones. A forwarding decision is made based on a test or set of tests. In a stateless filter, the decision is fully based on the current event object. An example (EPA 1) of a stateless filter to pass through all events generated during business hours is shown in Fig. 5 . Since only the time attribute is needed for filtering, it is the only explicitly matched object. Otherwise the entire incoming event object is matched with "?s ?p ?o" and copied in case it passes the filter. The str(<>) function produces the BASE URI as a string. It is needed because the graph and event names are prefixed with the BASE URI when read from a file. The BIND-statement is used to prefix the output graph name with "Poststateless", separating it from incoming event objects and thereby creating a new event channel.
A stateful filter utilises information external to the incoming event, e.g. information based on previously processed events or an external source. A stateful filter (EPA 2) to pass through one location update per hour is shown in Fig. 6 . This filter, implemented as three SPARQL Update rules, demonstrates how a graph is used as memory to save the hour of the previous event for comparison. Explicit memory initialisation in EPA2-1 is used to avoid OPTIONAL statements in the other queries. Change: tracks changes compared to n previous readings. "Decrease" and "Increase" can be used to specify the direction of change.
Two rules recommended: an aggregate to compute "n previous readings" and a stateless filter to compare
It can be observed that implementing a stateful filter with a SPARQL system based on stream windows would be practically impossible in scenarios where one window should incorporate multiple events. Because all the events in a window are processed jointly as a batch, results of processing one event cannot influence the processing of the next one. Therefore, stateful filters such as the example in Fig. 6 typically require a continuous engine, which processes each event as it arrives in a stream.
In principle, a SPARQL-based event processing network can support all types of filters, which can be computed with the available arithmetic operators, taking into account that multiple filter stages can be chained like any other EPAs. One clear limitation is the absence of square root in SPARQL, causing the calculation of geographical distances to be usually processed with extension functions. As a collection of filter types Table 1 shows the filters listed in [30] as "input specifiers" together with the corresponding SPARQL FIL-TER statements. The first four filters are clearly stateless. The last one, change, does stateful comparison, but it would also be simpler to implement as a combination of an aggregate block (EPA6 below) to compute a sliding aggregate value (e.g. min, max, average) over the n previous readings and compare the output of that block to the latest value using a stateless filter.
Transformation
Transformation agents modify the content of received event objects. Subtypes are:
-Translate Operate on each event object independently of preceding or subsequent objects using a single insingle out model. A special case is Enrich, which attaches additional information to an event object. SPARQL is particularly well suited for this purpose because any data from a SPARQL endpoint can be queried as a federated query. An example is given as EPA 3 (Fig. 7) , where our location events are enriched with preferred geographical labels from FactForge. 14 -Project Remove information from the incoming event.
An example of this (EPA 4) would be, e.g. the removal of the recently added location names, as shown in Fig. 8 . -Split Split a single incoming event into multiple outgoing events. In EPA 5 ( Fig. 9 ) incoming events are split into two types, SensorEvents and GeoEvents, transmitted over separate channels. -Aggregate Output a function of incoming events in a multiple-in single-out model. Typical examples are count, min, max, average and sum. The example in EPA 6 ( Fig. 10 ) counts the number of incoming events per hour using a combination of five rules. EPA6-1 initialises the memory graph. EPA6-2 compacts SPARQL code lines by extracting the hour of the incoming event, used by all three subsequent queries. EPA6-3 increases the event counter, 6-4 outputs the event counts when the hour changes and 6-5 resets the counter. Since the output is triggered by an object of the next hour, the last counter result is never produced. This may not be critical in an infinite stream setting, but for completeness on recorded streams the final output should be triggered, e.g. by a special end marker triple at the end of the file. Alternatively, the count could be updated after every event object, which would be a more typical approach for stream processing. -Compose Combine two or more incoming streams to a single output stream. An example is given as EPA 7 in Fig. 11 , a very straightforward reversal of EPA5 with the contents of the INSERT and WHERE clauses reversed.
Many streaming SPARQL platforms [5, 21] implement proprietary SPARQL extensions for computation of aggregate values over time windows. These tailor-made solutions result in compact queries, but currently suffer from problems in supporting heterogeneous events due to the window size definitions outlined in Sect. 2 and different timecodes in streams. There is currently no specified way to use, e.g. ep:hasEventObjectSamplingTime from the sample events of this paper as the time base for these window operators, requiring an additional conversion step. With the manually generated aggregate calculation rules used by Instans windowing can be based on any parameter (e.g. location), not just time, from the incoming RDF stream. Multiple aggregate values can also be computed jointly. In the example above, the sum of latitude and longitude coordinates could also be recorded, after which it would be easy to average locations over time. As Instans operates asynchronously, windowing based on a real-time clock would require the use of timed events ("pulse" event objects triggered based on a clock, in this case to trigger aggregate calculation). In many practical cases using timestamps from the incoming stream is a bet-ter approach, because it works on both live and recorded streams and produces more predictable and repeatable results than referencing the clock of the computer. The downside is that the absence of an out-of-window trigger event may leave the last result in an infinite wait state, if not explicitly handled.
Pattern Detect
Pattern detect agents are searching for patterns in incoming events. They may either describe the pattern, pass through qualifying patterns of incoming event objects or both. Simple patterns could be detected, e.g. with slightly augmented stateful filters. A pattern detect example (EPA 8) to detect a pattern of movement directions from consecutive location updates is shown here as an example: It is worth noting that the WHERE-clauses in the two queries of Fig. 15 are completely identical. The only reason why they cannot be merged is that SPARQL syntax currently does not allow DELETE and CONSTRUCT in the same query.
Performance
The performance of the presented SPARQL-based event processing agents was evaluated on the Instans v. 0.3.0.0 platform. All tests were executed on a MacBook Pro 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 with 16 GB 1867 MHz DDR3 memory running OS X 10.10.5. The measurements were done after a clean reboot with no network connection, no antivirus and no virtual drives running. System idle was confirmed to be >99 % before starting execution. In speed measurements, the output was constructed but printed to "/dev/null" to mitigate any impacts of I/O processing. The event processing agents were tested for batches of 100, 1000 and 10,000 recorded simulated location events from 5 sensors, each event consisting of six triples [27] . Each test was executed four times, ignoring the first result and using the median of the remaining three as the recorded result. The complete code for execution as well as the full results are available in github. 15 At the time of writing, no other platforms capable of running these examples with RDF data were known to the authors. The combination of heterogeneous events, layered asynchronous query networks and event pattern handling without stream windows is not available in the referenced RDF stream processing engines. Similar query functionality 15 https://github.com/aaltodsg/instans-cep2sparql. would be available in Esper and WSO2, but without support for either RDF or SPARQL. In stream processing, it is important to prevent accumulation of data into the system. Instans offers an operational remove-policy, which can be used to delete incoming events after all the queries, which reference elements of the incoming data, have been processed. Alternatively, old events can be removed using an explicit cleanup-rule (Fig. 16 ). Both approaches were tested for EPAs 1-6, with the cleanup-rule removing any event older than the most recent one. The remove-policy does not work correctly with EPA7 when directly connected to the input events, because both types of input events need to be available simultaneously for the combined output to be created. Therefore for stand-alone testing of EPA7 the cleanup-rule needs to be applied. The remove-policy was faster than the cleanup-rule in all other cases than EPA4 (project), in which case the cleanup-rule was 1.1 times faster with the 10,000 event batch. In other test cases, slowdown factors of 1.29-1.66 were measured. The largest performance penalty was observed for EPA6 (aggregate), shown with EPA4 in Fig. 17 .
To measure the performance of each EPA separately, we used the best-performing option, i.e. cleanup-rule for EPAs 4 and 7 and remove-policy for everything else. EPA6 (aggregate) and EPA8 (pattern recognition) produce a relatively The results are shown in Fig. 18 . The performance for the 10k event batch varied from 736 events per second (EPA8-pattern recognition) to 1810 eps (EPA6-aggregation). EPA3 (enrich) performance was tested locally, i.e. the name of the location was bound to a variable with a SPARQL BINDcommand. One execution of 100 events was also tested with the real SERVICE query against factforge with the test computer connected to our university network, resulting in performance of 3.7 events per second (the comparable EPA3 local result without federated SERVICE queries was 545 eps).
The individual EPAs can be connected to each other, forming the event processing network shown in Fig. 19 . When running the whole network, stateless and stateful filters effectively reduce the amount of events which need to be processed by EPAs 3-5 and 7 further down the chain. In Fig. 20 , the performance of the complete interconnected EPN (EPA All) is compared with the sum of the execution times of EPAs 1-8 (EPA Total). For 10k events Instans processed 176 input events per second, compared with 134 eps calculated from the sum of the time of all individual agents processing every event separately.
Fig. 19
The example event processing network created in the paper
Discussion
The described experiment reveals some structural shortcomings, which could be addressed in future releases of the SPARQL specification set:
1. Generating dataset output from a query Even though TriG is specified as a format to convey datasets and SPARQL can query TriG input, the only specified way to write datasets is using INSERT from SPARQL Update. In Instans CONSTRUCT has been extended with the capability to generate graphs as TriG output. We have observed no negative impacts either to the coherence of the syntax or the implementation. 2. Combination of output and update As seen in Fig. 15 , SPARQL code could be made more compact by allowing multiple result processing operators (e.g. CONSTRUCT and INSERT ) in the same query. Even more importantly, it is currently very difficult to chain any operation to take place after output processing, because SELECT or CON-STRUCT queries cannot produce any changes detectable by other queries or rules.
In the aggregation example (EPA6, Fig. 10 ) some code lines were reduced by adding an extra query to extract a parameter used by three other queries. Instans automatically merges identical parts of queries in the internal Rete representation. Therefore, this reduction is only significant in terms of SPARQL text for the end-user; the compiled rule processing network is the same. Due to limits in the capabilities of a single query, similar parts often need to be used in multiple queries. A macro-mechanism would reduce the need to replicate the same SPARQL code to multiple places, compacting the source code and reducing the risk of inconsistency.
While putting all of the tested rules into a single Rete engine demonstrates readiness to process complex networks, it is not the most efficient solution. This is manifested by the performance of the complete EPN, where despite the fact that EPAs deeper in the EPN handle only a fraction of the input events, the complete EPN is only slightly faster than the total sum over all EPAs (176 vs. 134 events per second). No EPA in the trial is exchanging any other information than event objects with other EPAs, in which case it would be more efficient to run each EPA in a separate instance of Instans. This would modularise the approach and ensure that there will not be any unwanted side effects due to unplanned matching of rules between different agents. When stream processors are created in a modular way, using RDF both for input and output, multiple RDF-based stream processors can be interconnected to solve more complex tasks while helping to keep the size of each EPN manageable.
The challenges of applying synchronous query repetition over stream windows in event processing tasks were discussed in [26] . In this document it was additionally observed that the creation of stateful filters faces further challenges in windowed environments because conventional SPARQL matches graph patterns over the complete addressable dataset, in this case window, before acting on the results. Unless it can be guaranteed that a window contains precisely one event object (thereby precluding cases using multiple event objects from the same stream as input), the results of processing one event cannot impact the processing of the next. The results of stateful filtering can also be sensitive to repeated processing, causing symptoms with overlapping windows.
Conclusions
The principle of processing heterogeneous events using a network of SPARQL queries and update rules was first presented in [26] through a practical event processing example solved by three interconnected rules and a result output query. This paper takes a more systematic approach by showing working examples of every type of event processing agent found in [14] . The SPARQL implementation of the "input modifiers" (filter types) mentioned in [30] is also reviewed. Building on top of the principles introduced in [28] , the benefits of TriG input over plain Turtle in encapsulating events objects are explained and demonstrated.
Based on the examples it is observed that every type of event processing agent found in the referenced literature can be expressed using a SPARQL Update rule or network of rules. While the examples do not extend to prove that every event processing task would have a corresponding solution in SPARQL, they serve to demonstrate a systematic approach up to a level of complexity, which would be sufficient for many real-life scenarios. SPARQL is observed to be capable of serving as the foundation for event processing systems and the current Instans implementation demonstrated speeds from approximately 1000 to 11,000 triples per second, depending on the complexity of the task. Using a reporting interval of 10 s, the complete event processing network (176 events per second) could serve a population of 1760 sensors with the off-the-shelf laptop used for performance tests. If the reporting interval can be further reduced by filtering in a sensor gateway node, a larger population of sensors can be supported.
While the query examples in this paper have been prepared manually, it would also be possible to create end-user tools to synthesise the rules and queries. Higher level representations for event processing networks and their translation to SPARQL is a potential topic for future studies. The aspects of synchronised aggregate calculation and processing of timed events (especially in cases requiring detection of missing events) also need to be elaborated further.
